
 

Getting to Wrocław, Poland is easy.  
Since many of you asked what's the best way to get to Wrocław I've prepared some short information about the 
available travel options. You will also learn from this email how to get around the city.  

Available flights  

Wrocław has its' own airport located just 10 kilometers from the city centre, so arriving by plane is by far the most comfortable 
option.  

Be sure to check out the cheap flights offered from many European cities by Ryanair and Wizzair. They often have offers 
starting from as cheap, as 9 euros per flight!  

You will be able to get to Wrocław with layover in Warsaw, and these flights are mostly handled by LOT Polish Airlines - the 
national airline.  

If you are looking for the cheapest possible connections see the flights offered to Warsaw Chopin, Krakoẃ, Katowice or Poznan ́
airports. I will provide you with details on how to get from these cities to Wrocław if you wish.  

 
 

 

Getting from airport to the city center  

There are multiple transportation options available:  

WRO Airport Express (which costs 10 zł / ca. 2,50 EUR) 
BUS line 106 (which costs 3,40 zł / ca. 0,85 EUR)  

Uber/Taxify/MyTaxi and other Taxi services Vozilla electric car ride-sharing service  

 



Other transportation options  

There are other connections available:  

Bus connections (handled mostly by FlixBus and PolBus PKS) 
Railway connections (handled by PKP InterCity or Koleje Dolnos ́las̨kie) Highways and expressways (A4, S8, etc.)  

Moving around the city  

Wrocław has tram and bus lines connecting many different parts of the city. You may find all the available transportation 
options in Google Maps app under the Transit tab or in a JakDojade ̨app.  

You may find more details on MPK Wrocław's website. The price for a normal ticket is 3,40 zł / ca. 0,85 eur.  

Have more questions?  

See the handy Tourist Guide prepared by the City of Wrocław here: https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/information 


